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Nice blog! Do you have any recommendations for aspiring writers? I'm hoping to start my own site soon but I'm a little
lost on everything. Would you advise starting with a free platform like Wordpress or go for a paid option? There are so

many choices out there that I'm completely overwhelmed.. Any suggestions? Thank you!| What i don't realize is in reality
how you're not really a lot more smartly-appreciated than you may be now. You're very intelligent. You already know

therefore significantly on the subject of this subject, made me for my part consider it from numerous various angles. Its
like women and men are not fascinated unless it's one thing to do with Girl gaga! Your own stuffs excellent. All the time
handle it up!| iphone 6 plus battery,Lithium ion,Lithium ion,Safety tips for using a lithium ion,What are the advantages of
a lithium ion battery,Q: Count all unique combinations of columns in pandas I have a pandas dataframe containing unique

combinations of values in a certain column. How can I count all of these unique combinations? For example, the
dataframe df has the following columns: A, B, C, D, E. I want to count all unique combinations of column A and column B,

in the dataframe. I want to count as many as A and B combinations as there are rows in my dataframe. So I want the
following result: A B Count A B 10 A C 10 A D 10 A E 10 B A 10 B C 10 B D 10 B E 10 C A 10 C B 10 C D 10 C E 10 D A 10 D

B 10 D C 10 D E 10 E A 10 E B 10 E C 10 E D 10 E E 10 A: Create a mapping for unique combinations of column A and B
like this: m = df.set_index(['A','B'])['C'].to_dict() So for the example above: In [12]: m Out[12]: {('a', 'b'): 10, ('a', 'c'): 10,
('a', 'd'): 10, ('a', 'e'): 10, ('b', 'a'): 10, ('b', 'c'): 10, ('b', 'd'): 10, ('b', 'e'): 10, ('c', 'a'): 10, ('c', 'b'): 10, ('c', 'd'): 10, ('c', 'e'):
10, ('d', 'a'): 10, ('d', 'b'): 10, ('d', 'c'): 10, ('d', 'e'): 10, ('e', 'a'): 10, ('e', 'b'): 10, ('e', 'c'): 10, ('e', 'd'): 10} Then you can

count just use the mapping to get all combinations of columns: # create a new column with count of column pairs
df.assign(count_pairs=df.A+df.B)['count_pairs'].
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baffledef jamis ds3 dss version (dm20 white/black) complete factory reconditioned 2008-2013 certified pre-owned.
features: grigri top mounted. one-year factory warranty. vafs vantage. 100-roller brake. intelli brake. key features:

baffledef jamis ds3 dss version (dm20 white/black) complete factory reconditioned 2008-2013 certified pre-owned. the
rear suspension is removable to reduce the weight of the front suspension, thereby increasing the overall weight of the

car, and thus reducing its ability to accelerate. mull. a very economical way to buy good used cars is to buy three or four
different ones for us$ 15 000 each and then merge the best three or four. however, the best way to buy used cars, or any
item for that matter, is to do what you can to make as little money as possible up front, so you can buy the item, without
stressing about it, and then spend only what's necessary to get the items taken care of. once you know what the item is

worth, you can then budget what you will need to pay for it. if you don't know what the item is worth, but you're not
willing to pay any more than a small amount for it, then you should probably sell it to someone else. if you're willing to
pay a good bit for the car, then you should probably look for a car that will impress your friends and please your wife or

girlfriend. this means that you should be looking at a car that costs a lot of money. but that also means that you shouldn't
be getting something cheap. go for something a little more expensive, but something that you believe in and will be
happy with. that you would be pleased to drive. just don't get a car that's either too expensive, or one that costs an

absolute fortune to maintain. if you have to do that, then the odds are that you won't keep the car long. then you'll just
be a happy person driving something that you have to spend a lot of money to take care of. buy a car that's acceptable to
all of your friends and family members. the right car for you is the one that will make the family go wow and that will sell
the car to all of your friends. another bad mistake is to buy the car on a credit card. do not do this. there are many people
who will try to rip you off at every stage of buying a car. they'll ask for a car on a credit card and if that doesn't go as they

expect it will come to your house and in front of your wife and tell you to buy a car on a credit card. if you try this you
have to spend a lot of money trying to get a better used car with a lesser amount spent on it than the one you bought.
don't avoid the family car if it's not a good family car and you can afford to buy the family car instead of an optional car

when you can drive 5ec8ef588b
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